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1. Operation and technical regulations 
 
1.1 The compact station NDV 400.6 / 401.6 is used as a Mains and customer station. 

Both versions are available with LV-counting. NDV 401.6 is also available with  
MV counting. 

1.2 Construction and execution conforming with PEHLA-criterion: 
DIN EN 61330 (VDE 0670 Part 611): 1997-08 (PEHLA-test report, enclosure 2) 
  
 

1.3 The station is tested and conforms to the following VDE regulations and IEC Standards: 
 
 
VDE  0100   Erection of installations with rated voltages up to 1000V. 

 
    VDE  0101   Erection of installations with rated voltages above 1000V. 
 
 VDE  0105   Operation of power installations. 
 

VDE  0110 Insulation co-ordination for equipment with low voltage 
systems. 

 
VDE  0111/IEC 71-1 Insulation co-ordination to equipment for three phase a.c. 

systems above 1000V. 
 

VDE  0141 VDE regulations for Earthing a.c. equipment for rated voltages 
above 1000V. 

 
 VDE  0532/IEC 76-1,2,3,4,5 Transformers and reactors. 
 
 VDE  0660/    Switch gear for voltages up to 1000 V 
  

VDE  0670/IEC 466  switch gear and controlgear for voltages above 1000V. 
 

VDE  0670/ part 611 Customer ready stations HV/LV 
             (EN 61330/IEC 1330) 
 
 
1.4 Mounting, set-up and operation of compact stations is executed by trained personal only, 

trained in the use of MV-switchgear, transformers, LV-switchgear, the appropriate  
VDE- regulations and accident preventation procedures (VBG 4). 
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Advantages: 
 
1 Suitable as Mains-Station or customer Station. Both versions with LV-counting. 

NDV 401.6 is also available with MV counting. 
 
1 robust „All-Steel“-design, hot-galvanised,  

powder coated, unit-tested 
 
1 3-side convertible, „compartment station“ 
 
1 low weight, 

Complete station, incl.. equipment, 630 kVA-Transformer 
and base-pan, ca. 3.800 kg 
 

1 Steel basement, ab. 620 kg, hot-galvanised, 
double powder coated (tin and top coat) 100 % poreles, 
The base unit is off modular designed (patent pending). 
 

1 Oil spill basin, 4mm sheet stainless steel supported above ground. 
Leakage may be examined from the outside. 
 

1 Front doors, door stops left and right adjustable, swivel angle 90 o and 135 o 
 
1 2 mains for construction/emergency mains inlet, on LV-side 
 
1 Transformer compartment optional with plug-in-shutter 
 
1 MV-/LV switch gear and Transformer optional left or right. 
 
1 Oil-Transformer = < 630 kVA, 12/24 kV 
 
1 MV-Switchgear SF SF6- + air isolated, usable ex. : 

ABB             CTC-F/V         4-feldig 
Alstom,                                          FBA,               4-feldig 
Driescher, Wegberg                      G.I.S.E.L.A,    4-feldig 
Driescher, Moosburg                     M 3007 
F&G                                               GA,                 4-feldig 
Merlin Gerin (Schneider Group)    RM6                3-feldig 
Siemens,             8 DJ10/20/40, 4-feldig 

 
1 Switch gear and transformer are mounted with the base pan. Roof and housing can 

be removed to the top. 
Roof weight only 55kg (aluminium) 

 
1 Cable inlet above basepan. 
 
All in all a exceptional cheap, easy to handle and economic solution. 
 
 















Lahmeyer – Compactstatio .6 
-  modular bas

 
 
1  -  Side walls folded as „runner-shape“ 
2  -  Oil pan for mounting transformers 
3  -  Front / back panels (two piece) 
4  -  Take up 
5  -  Rails for the transformer 
6  -  LV- floor panel (two piece) 
7  -  MV- Switch gear 
8  -  Bursting disc for the switch gear. 
9  -  Floor panel MV-compartment (two piece) 

material : Styrodur 
10- Carrier for MV-Switch gear  
11- Cover (Pressure- and arcing proof) 
12- Pressure relaxation chamber > 0,6 m³ 
13- Gas flow 

                                                                                                   
 
• On internal fault within the switch gear, the hot arcing gases are relaxed within the pres nd heat transfer into the element‘s 

of the station, the gases are cooled sufficiently. 
• In the case of  an error, the floor panel in the MV-Compartment (7) will open and increa
• The maximum load bearing on soil for the comleate equipped station is  40kN/m² . 
• In accordance with table 1 of DIN 1054 „maximum load bearing on construction site“ th

must not exceed a maximum of 150kN/m² ! 
 
• The drawing above shows only the patented „modular base unit“   (Station base)                                          291188.2.0 
 
  
n ® NDV 400.6/401
e unit  - 

sure relaxation chamber. By means of gas mixing a

se the pressure relaxation volume by  >1m³ ! 

e maximum load bearing on non binding soil  
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6.       Station (basement and housing) 
             
            Temperature class =  20° K 

Like all LAHMEYER-Compactstations, the Type NDV 400.6 /401.6 compactstation is factory 
tested and supplied ready for use. The station contains one  MV-compartment, LV-
compartment and a Transformer compartment.  
After connecting the LV and MV cables, the station is ready for immediate operation. 

 
 
6.1 Basement and Oil pan 
 

Designed and manufactured as a modular base unit (s. 5) 
The side panels are have folded rail shaped edges at bottom. A hot-galvanised  steel pan is 
bolted between covers at front and back. Steel pan is welded and oil proof. 
The oil pan has no soil contact. 
 

 
6.2 Housing 
 

The station housing Type NDV 400.6 /401.6, is manufactured in folded sheet metal design. 
It may be lifted from the basement inc. double doors and panels as one unit. 

 
 
6.3 Roof 

 
The roof is made of aluminium AlMg3. It is 4 times folded and has Laser welded 
profile’s for stability. It is easily removed (only one screw in the LV compartment). 
 

 
6.4 Material and surface treatment 
 

Material (under soil)               -  Support structure Steel sheet, 3mm, hot-galvanised, 100% 
poreles and double powder coated (zinc dust coating) 

        -   Oil pan steel , 4 mm, hot-galvanised, 
   Double protective coated on the outside 

 
Material (above soil level):     -  Housing:  Steel sheet, 2 mm strip-galvanised (>225 g/m2) 
           - Roof:      Aluminium, AlMg 3, 2 mm
Surface treatment:             Using CNC-powder-coating plant and 5-zon pre-treatment, 
    a coating thickness >70ym is achieved. 
    The used powders are havy metal free an non toxic. 
                                                   Zinc and powder coat  = highest corrosion protection. 
  

      Standard colour:           Kieselgrau  (RAL 7032) 
    NOTE: 

     The applied powder coating may be overcoated with other colours, using a  
special liquid lacquer. Ruffling up the surface is not necessary.  
The corrosion resistance is not effected. 

 
 All housing fittings are resistant against corrosion (stainless steel) 
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6.5 Doors to the MV- and LV compartment are fitted with three hinges each. 

The doors are fitted with metal- swing leaver locks, prepared for fitting  
standard profile cylinders with 45‘ ore 90‘ lock-in angle. The profile cylinders are  
protected with weather hood’s. 
The door to the MV-compartment is fitted with 4x multiple security lock. 
These will close the doors PEHLA-tight, pressing the doors onto the frame seal. 
Opening angle max. 135o . Arresting-angle at 90o and 135o . 
The plug-in-panels use a similar lever-action-lock. 

 
 
6.6 Safety class     

 
MV- and LV-Compartment  IP 54 
Transformer compartment  IP 43 

 
 
6.7       The compact station, Type LCS-E may be transported and lifted completely equipped. 

The station is lifted via the base pan or the intermediate frame. 
(refer to technical documentation, “lifting”) 
For road transport, note the loading guidelines. 

 
             Lifting equipment consist of the following components: 
 
             - Lifting cradle to factory standard   N 411.006 
 
             - Lifting band to factory standard  N 412.019 (4 piece) 
 
 
6.8 All fitted element’s are electrically connected and earth’d at a central Earthing starpoint 

in the LV- compartment. 
 
 

6.9 All parts under voltage are shock prove covered. 
 
 
6.10 MV and LV compartment may be fitted with lights, switched by door switches. 

 
 

6.11     Spare NH-Fuses may be stored with in the LV-compartment.                 
      
 
6.12 Cable-connection compartment is accessible on the connection side after removal of 
 panels, for mounting cables. 
 
 
6.13 MV-cables are lead through the divided basepanel (like LV-side).  

The front part is removable. 
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7.   LV-Switch gear 
 

Ease of use and personal safety where our major considerations on the design of the LV-
compartment and MV-compartment witch may be switcht left to right in exchange one to an 
other. The switch gear is integrated in such a  way that hot gases caused by internal error are 
not lead to the operator front. Hot gases are lead through the transformer compartment to the 
outside. Solid material-air isolated switchgear is principally equipped with a hydrostatic heater. 
Heater power is 300 Watt. The hygrostat will ensure a air moisture <70%. This will avoid any 
moisture condensation on any part of the switch gear. 

      
The MV-Compartment is equipped customer specific with 3- or 4- zone SF6- isolated 
load disconnectors or with solid-material-air isolated small switching zones. 
All ready installed and tested. 

 
 
       Equipment variations (s. 4. setup matrix ) 
 
 
        
         
 
 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
    
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

NDV 400.6 with SF6-isol. Switch gear 
Fabr. Siemens Typ 8DJ20, 4-zone
                                                                                                                                     
 / 401.6  / 01.00 

    Subject to technical changes! 
ark GmbH Tel.: 037600/83-0  
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8.       Transformer 
 
 
8.1 The station is suitable for distribution transformers =<630kVA. 

With in the base pan the transformer is mounted on adjustable rails. 
After removal of the LV-side panels, the transformer is accessible for inspection.  

 
 
8.2 Connection between transformer and MV-switchboard with ready-to-fit and 

tested CU- or cable bush bars. 
 
 
8.3 Connections to the LV-side are made load dependant, using high flexible, 3kV isolated cable. 
 
 
8.4 Initialling or changing transformers 
 
 When installing or replacing transformers, all connections to MV switchboard and 

LV distributor must be well earthed and cut from power. The transformer is lifted 
out of the top of the station. 

 
 Use the following procedure: 
 

- Removing roof: 
 

Loosen the roof fixture screw placed near the upper door frame of the LV-distributor 
 (Operator side, Station middle). 

 
 Pull the roof from the operator side out of the roof fixing an lift of to the top. 

 
- Adjust the transport U-rails spacing on the base pan to match the transformer-

undercarriage. 
 

- Roll in the transformer and connect. 
 
- Replace the roof and fix. 
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9. LV-Distributor  
 

 
The LV-compartment is manufactured ready to customer spec. and tested 
 
The following setup’s are usual: 
 
 

9.1 Main switch  
- NH-Fuse breaker 630 A or 1250 A   or 
- NH-Fuse load switchbar 910 A  or 
- Power switch 

   
 
9.2       Output rails 
 NH-Fuse rails                               400/630 A                                8 Piece               

   
    

9.3       Current converter, reconnectable, 900/600/300/5 A, in L2   1 Piece  
  
 
9.4       Current meter (bimetal) with max.hold Pointer     1 Piece 
 (15 min)        
          
 
9.5      Construction site supply in the side  
           of the LV-compartment                    2 Piece 
 
 
9.6  optional: 

 -  Power switch 
 -  3 current meters with converter 
 -  1 Volt meter with Switch over and fuse 
 -  1 Schuko-mains plug, Fuse 
 -  1 Lighting, Fuse 
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  9.7       Meters, fuses and terminals are mounted in the instrument panel above  

the LV-Compartment.  
 
 

9.8 MP and PE bush-bars for the entire Earthing are placed in the bottom part of the LV-
Compartment 

 
 
  9.9.  Cable fixtures are placed below the removable floor panel. 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 

Optional setup of a LV-distribution. 
On the left a counter compartment may be fitted 
for LV counting. 

 
 
 
 
10.  Earthing appliance 

 
The central Earthing bar is situated in the LV-cabinet. The soil Earthing lead or 
deep soil erther are directly connected to the central Earthing bar. In this way, 
all housing parts and the base pan are directly connected to the main Earthing. 
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11. Transport, placing and mounting 

 
The LCS-E is manufactured ready for connection and fully tested. 
For Transport, placing and mounting refer to technical documentation. 

 
Resulting terrain height and surface water must be considered when determining  

 the excavation depth. 
 
The excavation pit must have a strong floor bearing. Floor unevenness must 
compensated with a levelled sand bed. 
In case difficult floor conditions are encountered, a lean-concrete substructure 
or concrete thresholds are recommended. 

 
The station is placed on site by using the adequate lifting gear. 
The LCS-E may be lifted and put in place completely equipped. 
The lifting gear is fitted to the 4 lifting lug’s on the base unit (s. lifting plan) 

 
 Cable connection 

 
 MV-Side:  Remove covers on the Base pan and lower covers of the switch gear. 

 
 LV-Side:  Remove covers of the base pan and the floor panel. 

 
 All terminals are now accessible to the front for insertion and connection of cables. 

 
 After connecting all cables, all housing parts are replaced in reverse order. 

 
Damages of the coating due to transport, lifting and mounting repaired immediately. 

 (s. technical information service, included in the station documentation) 
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12. Other technical documentation 
  

  
- Lifting setup             283787.6        
 
 
- Site excavation      283788.4 

 

 
 
- Type-testing,  sheet 1 u. 2 
 
 
- enclosure 1: Consequences of internal   
                        error, (Pehla-test report) 
  
 

 
 
 

- enclosure 2:     EMV-testing  
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- Type testing to DIN EN 61330, VDE 0670 Part 611 - 
 
 
1.  Proof testing of isolation levels on the factory -ready station 
 
Since all electrical parts within the ready made Station have been tested to all relevant standard’s, 
the test above is only to be applied on the connections between those parts, as far as the dielectric 
parameters are influenced by mounting and setup conditions. 
 
- Connections between MV-Switch gear and transformer have been typ-testet 

Every connection with cable N2XSY 12/24 kV and make-up Earthing connections have been test-
loaded with 50kV for 1min to test dielectric strength. 

- Cable used for the LV-Side are NSGAFÖU 1,8/3 kV ,185 mm2 Cu. 
 

 
2.  Heat testing 
 
- Establishing temperature-class of the housing using a 630kVA transformer. 
 

The temperature class is 20 K. 
 
This test has been performed using transformer Fabr.-Nr.  356018 of Fa. SBG 

 
      Transformer mounted in NDV400 , s. enclosure 1 
      The LV- distributor was integrated in the test. 

 
The temperature limit’s to DIN VDE 0660 part 500 are not exceeded. 
 
2.1 Over load testing the LV- distributor 1,15 x IN  permanent load (minimum 7 hours). 

The temperature limit’s to DIN VDE 0660 part 500 are not exceeded. 
All build in parts remain functional. 
 

 
3. Testing to verify the safety grade, to DIN VDE 0470 ,part1 
 
- MV-Compartment and LV-Compartment: IP54 
- Transformer compartment,  insertion proof:  IP43 
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- Type testing to DIN EN 61330, VDE 0670 Part 611 - 
 
 
 
4. Testing to evaluate the effects of internal error 
 
-     See Analogy conclusion enclosure 1. 
 
 
5. Test for verification of mechanical resistance of the housing against mechanical stress. 
 
- Roof load minimum 2500N/m (Mounting load and snow load). 

Verified by means of static calculation. 
- Wind load to  IEC 694 (700N/mm2). 
      Verified by means of static calculation. 
- Stress by outer blow on housing, door’s, swing leaver handle and ventilation opening’s. 

Test using test assembly to VDE 0670 part 611 ,  enclosure C, passed. 
 
 
6. Noise level of factory ready station 
 
- The sound pressure level (LPA) is reduced by 3 dB(A) when the transformer is mounted 

in the station. 
 

 
7. EMV-Test  

 
The test was performed using 910A.  
On all test points values < 100 µT where measured. 

       See enclosure 3. 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
        





   
Page 1 of 1 Test sheet - Field strength measurement   

 
 Compact-Station Type: NDV400   

Measure eqi.: Combinova FD1 Range: 40 nT-100 µT//4 V/m-10 kV/m(RMS)    
Max, permissible value:  Magnetic field B in Micro-Tesla : 100 µT 
Electric field E in (kV/m) : 5kV / m  

Input Uk-MS     US in short circuit DIN 630 kVA In = 910A 
Input current  MS: 34,6A         

Participants:     Note to :  

The Drawing shows the worst case values along the entire height of the station. 
The electrical field strength reaches a maximum of 40V/m on the metal surface. 
 
 
 



                                                                               
Please don’t hesitate to contact us any time: 
 
 
 Dipl.-Ing. Andreas Jahreiß 

 SGB GmbH 
 Ohmstraße 1, 08496 Neumark  
 
 Tel.: +49 37600 / 83-207 
 Fax: +49 37600 / 3414 
 
 
 

 Dipl.-Ing. Holger Klotz 
 SGB GmbH 
 Ohmstraße 1, 08496 Neumark 
 
 Tel.: +49 37600 / 83-226 
 Fax: +49 37600 / 3414 
 
 
 

 Dipl.-Ing. Dieter Sippel 
 Leiter Vertriebsbüro Olpe  
 Dahler Str. 31 a, 57462 Olpe Dahl 
 
 Tel.: +49 2761 / 83 71 42 
 Fax: +49 2761 / 83 71 43 
 Mobil: +49 172 / 94 94 037                            

   


